WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan is a white, middle-class, male; and
WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan may have a heart after all, but it’s not made out of money; and
WHEREAS, we’re still not sure about that first part; and
WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan’s last words will probably be “sounds expensive;”: and
WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan is probably best known for the creation and advocacy of the Blugold Bird Mascot; and
WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan is the first resident of Democracy Manor to exercise regularly in at least nine years; and
WHEREAS, it’s really throwing off the vibe of the building; and
WHEREAS, living in Democracy Manor is the first time Vice President Morgan has ever acknowledged an association with democracy; and
WHEREAS, it will be the last; and

WHEREAS, disregard process. Vice President Morgan dares you; and

WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan openly stated that he hates floodgate and slippery slope arguments; and

WHEREAS, “I’m worried that this could turn into a slippery slope” – Vice President Morgan; and

WHEREAS, “We could be dealing with a real floodgate issue here” – Vice President Morgan; and

WHEREAS, Morgan won all three debates; and

WHEREAS, during Vice President Morgan’s 9/11 Truthers speech, the giant Old Abe eagle atop Memorial High School came to life for a moment, to shed a single, patriotic tear; and

WHEREAS, upon realizing that Morgan was actually not opposing the constitution of the 9/11 Truthers, Old Abe immediately died a second time; and

WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan would like to substitute that for cheese curds; and

WHEREAS, and salt; and

WHEREAS, you know what would go great with these cheese curds? Cholesterol; and

WHEREAS, also, please pass the salt; and
WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan has spent the last 23 years disapproving all major dietary studies; and

WHEREAS, unless, as many suspect, he is already dead; and

WHEREAS, we suspect it happened sometime in March 2012, and that he vastly outlived the timeline set by his eating habits; and

WHEREAS, the NRA is having his body cryogenically frozen; and

WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan does not want to hear about how little you slept; and

WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan was up until 3:00 AM reading Supreme Court decisions on topics you didn’t know the Supreme Court ever discussed; and

WHEREAS, he rose at 5:00 AM for a cheese curd run; and

WHEREAS, and salt; and

WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan’s intramural basketball career has ended, and his career average for fouls per game is roughly 5.2; and

WHEREAS, it felt like a lot more; and

WHEREAS, President Rynish would like to formally thank Morgan for allowing Rynish to be the second-lowest scorer on the team; and
WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan wants the opposing quarterback to know that he wouldn’t have gotten hit if he got rid of the ball; and

WHEREAS, “Mark, this is flag football;” and

WHEREAS, Mark, you have contain here; and

WHEREAS, “Sounds good;” and

WHEREAS, Mark, do you know what that means?; and

WHEREAS, “no;” and

WHEREAS, the only player that keeps Phil Rynish away from the quarterback, is Mark Morgan; and

WHEREAS, yes, they’re on the same team; and

WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan actually doesn’t have a job description; and

WHEREAS, somehow his reports are still longer than anyone else’s; and

WHEREAS, every member of RHA knew that they could approach Vice President Morgan with suggestions or concerns at any time; and

WHEREAS, false; and

WHEREAS, “Mark Morgan has had an exceptionally busy year, serving as both Vice President, and Director of Academic Affairs” – The Spectator Staff; and
WHEREAS, Director Bernardy will never stop resenting that clause; and

WHEREAS, hearing Mark Morgan speak is a two-fold; on the one hand you want to punch him in the fact, and on the other you realize that he actually might make sense; and

WHEREAS, as Academic Affairs Director, Mark Morgan’s desk was in the corner of the office, often known as his “cave,” where he would hide in effort to avoid socializing at the table; and

WHEREAS, NEVER ask Mark Morgan about why they put condiments on burgers if you want to avoid one of the most disgusting and boring stories you’ve ever heard; and

WHEREAS, Mark Morgan’s exhausting 15-minut speaking turns are so mesmerizing that Senators have often wishes they could record them and play them back to fall asleep to at night; and

WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan once got a girl’s phone number because of his extensive knowledge of differential tuition reform; and

WHEREAS, seriously. It happened; and

WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan operates under a “one night stand” philosophy in debates; and

WHEREAS, “I just need them with me until after the vote;” and
WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan killed Music Therapy; and
WHEREAS, "Yes, I killed it! It deserved to die!;” and
WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan is excited to leave campus
and begin an illustrious career as a United Council Field
Organizer; and
WHEREAS, over his dead body; and
WHEREAS, Ronald Reagan’s medical staff kept him alive until
it became clear that a successor had emerged in Mark “Danger”
Morgan; and
WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan certainly has come a long
way in looking like a politician since the Wausau West Debate
Club; and
WHEREAS, that being said, we miss the sweater and hair; and
WHEREAS, most of Vice President Morgan’s friends are
athletes; and
WHEREAS, take that high school gym teacher!; and
WHEREAS, among those friends, Morgan’s nickname is “Debate
Club;” and
WHEREAS, no Mark, your Debate Club championship over D.C.
Everest on recent developments in the international hummus
market, is not an appropriate reply to a high school football
story; and
WHEREAS, upon his first debate victory of the year, Vice President Morgan stormed into President Rynish’s office and shouted “boom goes the dynamite!” and

WHEREAS, Mark Morgan has never turned down an invitation to a party, until the party is about to start, when he develops nasty case of the “yawnies;” and

WHEREAS, “We are going to have so much fun tonight!;” and

WHEREAS, “Mark! It’s 9:00! You ready?;” and

WHEREAS, “Hey man, I’m pretty exhausted…;” and

WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan and Director Bernardy frequently call each other to decide not to go out tonight; and

WHEREAS, this does not stop President Rynish; and

WHEREAS, last Homecoming, Vice President Morgan and Director Bernardy sat in Bernardy’s house and watched Modern Family while the rest of Eau Claire parties; and

WHEREAS, neither of them regret their decision; and

WHEREAS, President Rynish’s girlfriend became disturbed when they were out to eat and someone approached their table to ask “hey guys, where’s Mark!;” and

WHEREAS, wherever Mark Morgan goes, broken hearts follow: and

WHEREAS, Morgan rarely notices; and
WHEREAS, most males have to be convinced that "that girl is not flirting with you;" and
WHEREAS, Morgan has to be convinced "Dude, that girl is absolutely flirting with you;" and
WHEREAS, Morgan and Rynish have an ongoing competition regarding "next-day-friend-requests" after a night out together; and
WHEREAS, it’s been noted on several occasions that Rynish and Morgan are recognizable "from a great distance;" and
WHEREAS, no one should be surprised; and
WHEREAS, while Morgan publicly denies the notion of a "boy’s club" he offered officer positions to several up-and-coming Senators; and
WHEREAS, it was difficult to explain to Vice President Morgan that "no, just because Vice is in your title, doesn’t mean you can concealed-carry on campus. Yeah, Mark, I know it was a great show. I’m sorry;" and
WHEREAS, " No Mark, I don’t want to come over and watch C-SPAN 3. No one ever has;" and
WHEREAS, “Mark, I’m sure the British Parliament was fascinating, but you seriously need to start sleeping, I’m worried about you;" and
WHEREAS, Vice President Morgan has found a way to get the Joint Finance Committee Budgetary Deliberations on Pandora; and

WHEREAS, clearly, there were no fees involved; and

WHEREAS, “I don’t know Mark, why do you think they won’t let you have more free trials?”; and

WHEREAS Mark Morgan will graduate without debt, and without parental assistance

WHEREAS this is not because of an exceptional work ethic but a microscopic spending ethic; and

WHEREAS the style in which Morgan safeguards student fees is not vastly different than the way Iwo Jima was defended in 1945; and

WHEREAS all female friends of Student Senators find VP Morgan irresistible; and

WHEREAS VP Morgan has never breathed during a speaking turn; and

WHEREAS VP Morgan has been rolling with Sean Duffy since 2010; and

WHEREAS Morgan looks better in flannel than Sean Duffy; and

WHEREAS we suspect that’s why Duffy hired him; and

WHEREAS “Hello Hans!”; and
WHEREAS despite his heavy workload and many commitments Morgan still found a way to promote the fledgling Norwegian techno band "Poltergeist;" and

WHEREAS VP Morgan pioneered the post-workout milkshake of strawberries, protein powder, and Summer Shandy; and

WHEREAS Morgan’s recent impassioned defense of a conspiracy theory student group has spawned the Magic Bullet Club, The Society of Moon Landing Skeptics, and the Organization of Students Who Think Mark Morgan is a United Council Sleeper Agent; and

WHEREAS by this point in the reading of this resolution Morgan is shaking because it’s been too long since he consumed cholesterol; and

WHEREAS seriously, somebody get this man some deep fried cheese; and

WHEREAS Morgan voted for the Blugold Commitment; and

WHEREAS and against the Blugold Commitment; and

WHEREAS it depends on who you ask; and

WHEREAS it’s rumored that Mark Morgan is actually the personification of Dave Gessner’s fist; and

WHEREAS Morgan will try to keep this short, but wants to make sure he responds to every single point made in this body during his entire career; and
WHEREAS Morgan thinks nine minutes is short; and
WHEREAS Impassioned by his extreme dislike of United
Council, Morgan may in fact enter a polling booth during the
coming recall election and attempt to “vote no;” and
WHEREAS Morgan has an “open-door” policy; and
WHEREAS few have had the courage to utilize it; and
WHEREAS VP Morgan’s nickname in basketball is Brian
Scalbrine; and
WHEREAS we’re not sure that’s fair to Brian Scalbrine; and
WHEREAS those who have played basketball with VP Morgan
know that he has a tendency to take a lot of ridiculous and
terrible shots; and
WHEREAS and they always go in; and
WHEREAS God is clearly on his side; and
WHEREAS Morgan once referred to pennies as “bacteria-ridden
discs of suck that fail to facilitate commerce;” and
WHEREAS the only thing Morgan hates more than pennies, are
nickels; and
WHEREAS this is a nice nickel, VP Morgan, would you like to
give me nine cents for it?; and
WHEREAS VP Morgan is not going to turn this debate into a
lecture on labor economics; and
WHEREAS that being said, let him spend the next several minutes lecturing you on labor economics; and

WHEREAS at the end of the lecture, we were all oddly grateful; and

WHEREAS Morgan has undoubtedly broken any previously standing career record for minutes spent speaking in Senate meetings; and

WHEREAS VP Morgan has served students in this role for three years; and

WHEREAS during his tenure Morgan was as dedicated and responsible a steward of student dollars as public universities have ever seen; and

WHEREAS Morgan can be thanked for a huge amount of the work required to implement the Blugold Commitment; and

WHEREAS Morgan’s dedication to facilitating collaboration with administration is unparalleled; and

WHEREAS there are tangible benefits to students that can be seen from VP Morgan’s time here; and

WHEREAS there will certainly be a void to be filled when VP Morgan leaves this spring; and

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the UW-Eau Claire Student Senate, on behalf of the students of the University of
Wisconsin- Eau Claire formally thanks VP Morgan for his years of dedication and service; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that VP Morgan’s work ethic, energy, ideas, and friendship will be sorely missed; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that Mark Morgan is a fine representative of the UW-Eau Claire measure, motto, and goal, “Excellence;” and

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that upon passage a copy of this resolution be placed in Mark Morgan’s permanent education file.

SUBMITTED BY:
Jacob Bernardy, Academic Affairs Commission Director
Phillip Rynish, Student Body President
and all Senate Personnel
May 7, 2012